EASEUS Makes Partition and Disk Copy
Easy and Free with New Disk Copy
Freeware
CHENGDU, China, Nov. 5 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — When upgrading a hard drive,
it is inevitable that computer users will come face-to-face with the
challenge of reinstalling an operating system and all its applications. The
process, while necessary, is very time consuming. EASEUS has made the process
short and sweet with the release of its new Disk Copy V2.3.

Disk Copy V2.3 is the best freeware for hard disk copy. It is a unique tool
that copies the hard disk sector-by-sector, despite the type of operating
system, file system or file type. It runs totally under DOS, creating a 100
percent identical hard disk.
After the job is done, the computer user simply plugs in their new hard disk
to their computer and it runs just the same as before. Nothing is changed
with the exception of a bigger and better hard disk.
And, the most exciting part is that it’s totally free for personal use –
freeware. There are no limitations and no hidden fees.

Disk Copy V2.3 performs a variety of functions that include: disk and
partition copy; and complete hard disk or partition transfer to a whole new
location.
The sector-to-sector method provides users with a copy that is 100 percent
identical to its original. Disk Copy V2.3 can be used for backup, disk
cloning, or upgrading an original small hard drive to a new larger drive.
It’s as easy as 1-2-3. This freeware can backup anything from old hard drives
including deleted, lost files, and inaccessible data.
In addition, it is perfectly compatible with all popular hard disk interfaces
such as: SATAI, SATAII, SCSI, FireWire (IEEE 1394) and USB. It supports hard
disks up to 1 TB.
For more information, visit: www.easeus.com/disk-copy/.
To request a reviewer copy, e-mail Salinna Cheng at: Salinna@easeus.com.
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